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Sunday’s episode, many viewer H
the hand on the mirror
Sharonna and Karonna Atkins filmed themselves standing in front of each other and mimicking each other's actions

is carmichael h on line of duty? the clues which put anna maxwell martin’s character in the frame
PALACE officials "who sneered about Kate" will now be the ones "bowing lowest to her", a royal expert has claimed.

twins leave viewers baffled with amazing mirror illusion
EXCLUSIVE: Lily James has spoken about how the new BBC drama will be a "wonderful celebration of the Mitford Sisters"

royal officials 'who sneered about kate' will now be the ones 'bowing lowest to her'
Then, after helping his side reach the final and picking up the Man of the Match award, Kante was seen leaving the stadium driving his beloved Mini Cooper. What a
guy. Just another reason why we

lily james opens up on the pursuit of love and its tale of hedonism and high society
Rebel Wilson hasn't shied away from flaunting her figure following her impressive weight loss journey over the last year.

n'golo kante: 18 times chelsea star proved he's the most humble footballer
Khloé Kardashian is frequently criticized for her photo editing, but she's not the only Kardashian-Jenner sister who retouches their photos.

rebel wilson flaunts slimmed-down figure gives glimpse into 'hotel life' as she films in the uk
Well if you’re one of the millions of dedicated Line of Duty fans who have been scrutinising the complex plots of the BBC1 thriller ahead of Sunday’s hugely anticipated
series finale, it’s time to

12 of the worst kardashian and jenner photo editing fails of all time
Man Utd have been told they will need to pay £35m to get their hands on a Bundesliga striker this summer, while Man City have lined up a replacement for
Fernandinho, all in the papers.

put your line of duty knowledge to the test with the mirror's ultimate show quiz
When victory was announced, the people of Britain ate, drank and made merry as they hadn’t since the war effort began

paper talk: man utd informed of price tag for cheaper haaland option; man city settle on fernandinho replacement
Fiercely critical of Abraham Lincoln and at times racist, this newspaper’s leader columns did not always get it right

sandwiches, eggless sponge cake and saved-up beer… how ve day was celebrated at the table
Coleen Nolan is reportedly on Tinder and looking for love after dumping her younger boyfriend when lockdown ended. The Loose Women panelist, 56, was dating a
man eight years her junior whom she met on

what we got wrong: the guardian’s worst errors of judgment over 200 years
Prince Charles surprised Geordie TV presenters Ant and Dec by joking they were "following him around" during an appearance on The One Show. The 72-year-old royal
recorded a video message for the pair

loose women's coleen nolan 'is on tinder after romance ends with younger man'
Mark Robins has confirmed that former Chelsea starlet Charlie Colkett. The 24-year-old midfielder is currently with Swedish side Ostersunds, but looks set to move on
having not played a game for them

prince charles surprises ant and dec with a cheeky joke on the one show
Who Dares Wins has been announced and Ant Middleton will appear in the show, despite having been dropped by Channel 4 in March. Channel 4 has revealed the drill
staff who will support 21 new

mark robins on former chelsea starlet who has been training with coventry city
Sascha Jackson, Stila UK lead pro make-up artist, says scarlet is the ultimate powerhouse shade: “You put on that red lipstick and you feel powerful, you feel like you
can take

sas who dares wins 2021: when is new series on channel 4, is ant middleton in it, and who is melvyn downes?
Alun Wyn Jones has been unveiled as Warren Gatland's captain for the 2021 British and Irish Lions tour to South Africa. The Wales skipper, Ospreys great and all-time
most-capped Test rugby player in

the return of the red lip: how to find your perfect shade
After the dystopian reality TV show returned with its best series yet, Netflix would be fools not to give the original UK show a home alongside its US spin-off, Isobel
Lewis writes

the alun wyn jones lions interview: the missed gatland phone call, my reaction and why my daughter thinks i play for man utd
There was a light sprinkling of showers on the ground as weatherman Mike Seidel was supposed to be giving an outdoor forecast but decided to relieve himself instead.

the circle uk is reality tv at its best – netflix must save it from cancellation
The best sports stories are the ones where we can also find ourselves. Con Houlihan always told me the good sportswriter will find the best stories in the losing
dressingroom, bec

tv weatherman caught 'answering the call of nature' live on camera
Keep an eye on the road ahead, as well as on the road behind and any in-car companions, with this triple-channel dash cam from Viofo

scullion believes the best is yet to come as he prepares for tokyo test
Nyssa's VieVision Between Legs Self-Check Mirror was designed to help users see their vulvas and vaginas better during self-examination.

hands-on review: viofo a139 3ch triple-channel dash cam
Please don’t judge me on the before picture, I thought my DIY hairdos were great – until Mark at Electric cut it. Now look at it – I’m actually quite smug. For the first
time in months, I had my hair

trying a menstrual cup? this hands-free mirror was designed to help you see your vagina
Several others echoed this sentiment, with another pointing out it was similar to “Dot [Cottan] squeezing Kate’s hand four times and Jimmy Lakewell, the Mirror
reports.

i got a post-lockdown haircut in oxford and i nearly cried when i looked in the mirror
Do your kids bore easily? You're in luck. These brilliant attractions will make your next family day out extra special
best uk family days out: 20 unusual things to do with the kids this spring
Former Fremantle Docker Max Duffy isn't the first ProKick Australia punter to knock on the door to the NFL, but a day out from the opening night of the NFL Draft, he
might be the first with a Masters

is carmichael h on line of duty? the clues which fans believe put anna maxwell martin’s character in the frame
A dating agency boss has predicted that dating will be forever changed with healthy outdoor walking dates and picnics on the rise. Two’s Company founder, Dubliner
Jennifer Haskins, gives her top

former docker max duffy on the doorstep of nfl dream
The jumps season might be over in Britain, but there is plenty still to play for in Ireland as the five-day Punchestown festival gets under way with three Grade 1s. The
opening day is headlined by the

top dating tips post-covid as outdoor dates and picnics on the rise
The goal of the next generation of observatories is to explore further back into the earliest years of the universe and hunt for signs of life on exoplanets.
from james webb to the extremely large telescope: the observatories coming soon that could help us finally find life beyond planet earth
This five bedroom detached Sheffield house provides good-sized space over three floors and is described as ideal for a growing family.

what's on this week: punchestown and the guineas headline a stunning seven days
NFL draft is barely in the rearview mirror, but we wanted to prime you for the college football season — and the 2022 NFL draft — with a look at some prospects we’re
really excited about. In lieu of a

exceptional sheffield home on the market for £875,000 and is ideal for a growing family
At its earth-shaking best, a meaningful encounter with art leaves you with the sensation that it’s saying something you’ve been feeling but didn’t quite know how to say.
With the creation of Sermon,

the 25 most intriguing 2022 nfl draft prospects, including 10 qbs
People stuck in prisons during the lockdown has left them looking for things to fill their time. Many have turned to doing jigsaw puzzles. Because of production
problems and extra sales, it has

with debut of ‘sermon’ cycle, davóne tines holds a mirror to america on race with the philadelphia orchestra
The arrival of hardware-accelerated ray tracing has seen developers mostly adopt a hybrid approach, combining standard rasterisation techniques with carefully
deployed RT features. Fully ray traced

prisons: the good, the bad and the ugly
This is Emilio Casalicchio bringing you Playbook from a marquee in Hartlepool which is meant to be heated but doesn’t much feel like it, according to my toes. NOT
WINNING KEIR: Keir Starmer is licking

hands-on with a fully ray traced version of super mario 64
It’s easy to find a basic 10-minute ab workout with classic moves like crunches, sit-ups, and leg lifts. While there’s nothing wrong with these exercises, we need a
routine that targets the whole core

politico london playbook: not winning keir — how the tories won hartlepool — labour pains
Thirty teenagers, thousands of hours of training, dozens of shattered dreams: it all comes to a head next week when the Blitzers will be launched into the cut-throat Kpop market, hoping to become the

this 10-minute ab workout will help you build stability and speed on the run
"They’re looking specifically for people who are biased toward favoring former President Trump," said a retired DPS officer who got a recruitment pitch.

inside the cut-throat battle to build k-pop's next superstars
Remind me, how much is a pound of mince?” That, or a similar call, will have echoed round rehearsals for tonight’s Scottish election debates.

'you can't make a change ... by sitting on the sidelines': recruitment of ballot counters raises concerns
With the final episode of Line of Duty just around the corner, fans have been eagerly trying to work out the identity of the mysterious and villainous H. After this
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scottish election debate: john mcternan on the five crucial rules leaders must follow
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Knife crime has been on the rise across the country in recent years. Concerns have been raised about youngsters arming themselves with blades and using them on
others. Cleveland Police is one of the

‘red sonja’ will star ‘ant-man and the wasp’ actor hannah john-kamen
I was born in 1970 at the start of the Troubles – what a craven euphemism for ethnic civil war. My father came from the Ulster, Protestant, loyalist tradition; my mother
from the Irish, Catholic,

knife crime on teesside: the dangerous defendants put behind bars for stabbing others
Boris Johnson wakes up to a selection of absolute stinkers on the front pages, as the Downing Street Wallpapergate row continues to dominate one week before local
election polling day. The “cash for

northern ireland at 100: how scotland became a refuge for a boy lost in the troubles
The statistic was included in a report by the Reflective Democracy Campaign, which investigates diversity in elected leadership.

politico london playbook: wall to wall coverage — be ppera-ed — keep it on the brownlow
Kamen, best known as the villain Ghost in “Ant-Man and the Wasp,” will wield the sword of the comic book fantasy hero in Millennium Films’ long-gestating feature
adaptation. Joey Soloway (“Transparent
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